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Check out our new-look shop, with 
everything you need to build up your 
Canon photography under one roof!

Whether it’s a book or training course, instruction 
manual or accessory, you’ll find what you need in the 
EOS shop. Only the shop front has changed... behind 
the scenes it’s still the same old service.

YOU RATE US

 4.7 / 5
1,802 reviews

WRITE TO US |  
EOS magazine,  
The Old Joinery,  
Ball Lane, Tackley,  
Kidlington, OX5 3AG 

CALL US |  
01869 331741 (+44 
from outside UK). Open 
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm

EMAIL TO |  
hello@eos-magazine.com

SOCIALS  |  
Find us via @EOSmag
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PEACE OF MIND
30 days to decide

FREE UK DELIVERY
on orders over £50

HERE TO HELP
01869 331741

i  
ABOUT US |

We are a small company, totally independent from Canon. But we’re Canonites 
through-and-through. Our aim is to provide you with all the necessary building 
blocks to develop your photography through your current Canon EOS gear, 
with an extensive range of learning materials and accessories. Prices correct 
as at 4 December 2023. E&OE.

EOS magazine, EOS Academy and its related brands are owned by Robert 
Scott Publishing Limited, a company registered in England and Wales. 
Registration no. 04663971. 
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Join today from £24.95

Simply the best in-depth 
information and inspiration for 
your Canon EOS photography

Exclusive to EOS cameras 
Essential for EOS users

Great read guaranteed     or your money back 
www.eos-magazine.com 

or call 01869 331741

Save 20%
with code

SPRING24

A first class, 
informative 
and well-
written 
magazine for 
the pro and 
enthusiast 
alike.

Join from £27.95 a year and get:
 Four issues a year 
 Technical advice service by  
 phone and email 
 Complete EOS system guide
	 Extra	issue	in	first	year
	 Exclusive	member	benefits

“
“

EXCLUSIVELY COVERING CANON CAMERAS October to December 2023

Subject tracking
Evolution of this sophisticated AF system 

Focus bracketing
Merging images in-camera 

AE Lock
Separate the functions of exposure and focus

ELEVATING YOUR EOS PHOTOGRAPHY TO THE EXTRAORDINARY

Built environment
Telling the whole story of a structure,        
from scene-setting shots to abstract details

Reader survey
Tell us about yourself and your photography
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BOOKS

ACCESSORIES

It’s often the little 
things that count, 
and that’s where our 
core range of EOS 
accessories comes in. 
Whether you need a 
replacement lens cap 
or a spare battery, 
need to cut down lens 
flare or enhance your 
images with a filter, 
you’ll find what you 
need in the EOS shop.
 If you’re not sure 
about compatilibity, 
either get in touch or 
look in Everything EOS.
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YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE CANON EOS SYSTEM

Every Canon EOS camera, lens, 
Speedlite and accessory 
from 1987 to 2023

Everything EEOOSS
Compiled by EEOOSSmagazine

 5/5  “The charger was 
exactly what I had been looking for and works 
perfectly with my power bank” James E.

Original Canon Li-ion rechargeable batteries, as 
supplied with your new EOS camera. It’s always 
useful to carry a spare, especially if you use some 
of your camera’s more power-thirsty features such 
as Live View and Movie Mode. This is especially 
true of mirrorless cameras, which typically 
consume power twice as fast as a DSLR, because 
the battery is powering the real-time view through 
the viewfinder as well as the rear screen.

| from £45.99 |  Delivery restrictions apply

Canon camera batteries

Protect your images 
from loss of contrast 
and unwanted lens 
flare with a properly 
designed and shaped 
hood for your Canon 
lens. Non L-series 
lenses don’t include 
hoods as standard, 
yet they’re essential.

| from £14.99 |

Lens hoods

Somewhere, in lens 
cap heaven, are all 
the lost ones that 
have dropped out of 
our pockets. They’re 
essential protection 
for your lens. Various 
sizes available, as well 
as rear lens caps and 
Extender caps.

| from £3.99 |

Lens caps

Ideal for heavier 
camera-and-lens 
combos, this wider 
Canon-made webbing 
strap spreads the 
weight around your 
neck. Canon and EOS 
logos on black strap 
with red trim.

REF: A469  
| £18.99 |

Canon L7  
wide strap

• RC-6 infrared remote  
REF: A382 | £17.99 |

• BR-E1 bluetooth remote  
REF: A467 | £44.99 |

• TC-80N3 timer remote  
REF: A290 | £149.99 |

Canon Remotes

Use your EF and EF-S 
lenses on your EOS R 
system camera without 
loss of performance 
with this high quality 
Canon lens mount 
adapter. Maintains 
all communication 
between camera and 
lens.

| £118.99 | REF: A478

Mount adapter 
EF-EOS R

 

Card storage

Lost your eyecup? 
Replacement rubber 
eyecups available for 
EOS DSLR cameras.

• Eyecup Eb  
REF: A104 | £7.99 |

• Eyecup Ef 
REF: A032 | £7.99 |

• Eyecup Eg  
REF: A028 | £11.99 |

Canon eyecups

Keep your cards safe 
and sound with this 
neat storage solution 
from ThinkTank Photo.  
It holds up to nine 
SD memory cards 
in a small, compact 
package that fits 
easily in your pocket 
or camera bag.

REF: R456 | £15.99 |
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BOOKS

Books are an excellent 
way to learn. You get 
the chance to go in-
depth into a particular 
subject, whilst curling 
up on winter nights.
 However, they’re 
not always that 
portable. This is why 
at EOS magazine 
we created the 
Pocketbook series 
– small concise 
A6-sized guides as 
aide-memoires to your 
camera, and for tricky 
subjects too. Now 
there’s no excuse for 
getting the settings 
wrong as the answers 
are in your back 
pocket.
 Schools often 
display posters that 
say: ‘BRAIN, BOOK, 
BUDDY, BOSS’. So 
if you don’t know 
the answer yourself 
(brain) the next best 
place to look is a book!

Shop online or by phone 01869 331741 76

Essential EOS

Concise pocketable 
guide to exposure 
settings and more.
Revised second edition 
released August 
2023 with up-to-
date information that 
includes all the latest 
tips for using your 
Canon EOS camera. 

| £7.95 |

REF:  
N196 

Location guides for Photographers
Find yourself a new 
photographic destination 
with these beautifully 
printed and detailed 
photo tour guides. Maps 
and precise directions 
are included. 

Locations covered: 
Cornwall, Lake District, 
London, Peak District, 
Northumberland, 
Snowdonia, Scotland, 
Yorkshire and Norfolk.

| £12.95 each |

Camera Pocketbooks

Like a tutor in your pocket, pick up 
a Pocketbook for your Canon EOS 
camera and take it wherever your 
photography takes you. It’s your 
concise camera field guide.

Don’t let the small size deceive you. 
Like a tardis, it is brimming on the 
inside with tips and advice on best 
settings to use to maximise your 
camera’s potential.

More than 40 titles available 
spanning the DSLR and mirrorless 
systems, with the EOS R8 and R50 
just published, and the EOS R100 
Pocketbook due around Christmas.

| £7.95 each | 

NEW
Speedlite Pocketbook

Handy guide to flash settings in 
small pocketable form. Includes 
set-up information for built-in 
and single on-camera flashgun. 
Updated 2023 edition. 

| £7.95 | REF: N216 

Wildlife Pocketbook

Get sharp shots of animals 
every time, whether they’re on 
the move or sat still. Updated in 
2022 to include set-up advice for 
latest focusing systems.

| £7.95 | REF: N208 

Tips & Tricks

Looking for even 
more advice for 
your camera and 
photography? There’s 
a growing treasure 
trove of tips and tricks 
via the EOS magazine 
website, including the 
invaluable EOSpedia. 
It’s all free, too!

Beautifully designed and totally tactile, the 
journal-style pages of the 52 Assignment series 
books are crammed with a year’s worth of weekly 
commissions to keep 
you composing and 
creating eye-catching 
photography. Ten titles 
in the series.

| £12.99 each |

52 Assignments | Photo journals

NEW

2ND  
EDITION

2ND  
EDITION

2ND  
EDITION
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COURSES
| ONLINE

 5/5  “A really thorough, and 
very clear, explanation of the camera. I started 
learning new things right from the start. Very 
pleased I opted to buy it.” Susan B.

9

Capturing Lowlight

Understanding  
Digital Photo Professional
Get a no-nonsense, step-by-step guide to using 
Digital Photo Professional with this self-paced 
online course. You’ll learn the basics of post-
processing as well as the more advanced controls 
so you can get the most from your images.

12 hours of tuition | 20 lessons | extra materials

| £79 for lifetime access | REF: AV04

NEW

In-depth online course 
teaching you how to capture 
the light in the dark. DSLR and 
mirrorless versions for tuition 
tailored to your camera.

| £79 for lifetime access |  REF: AV14

Capturing Birds
Learn at your leisure how to shoot successful shots 
of birds, whether static, on water or in flight. You’ll 
learn about the focusing set-up, useful camera 
features and more. There are separate versions 
for DSLR and mirrorless owners, ensuring you get 
accurate, tailored tuition and support.

| £79 for lifetime access | REF: AV15

Our online camera 
courses are self-
paced and can be 
streamed online 24/7 
via our dedicated 
learning platform. 
Each course is divided 
up into more than a 
dozen lessons, so you 
can work through at 
your own pace, from 
the comfort of home. 
You'll learn about your 
camera's key controls, 
focusing system, 
shooting modes, 
advanced features 
and more. This is 
delivered as part 
presentation, part 
to-camera and part 
camera on-screen for 
you to follow along. 
Once enrolled, you 
have access for life. 
Your progress through 
the course will be 
tracked and you can 
revisit any lesson you 
want at any time.

1st lesson free!
Find out for yourself 
what our new online 
courses are all about. 
Sign up to the new 
Learning Platform and 
watch the first lesson 
of any course for free!

https://bit.ly/3T92oa0

Understanding your EOS Camera

Get camera confident with 
our in-depth, online courses 
which you can take at your own 
pace. You’ll get access to our 
dedicated Learning Platform, 
from which you can stream 
your course at your leisure, 
with your camera in hand.

Available for: 
• EOS R3, R5, R6, R6 Mark II, R7 
and R10 
• EOS 5D Mark IV, 7D Mark II 

8+ hours of tuition per course | 
17+ lessons | extra materials

| £79 each for lifetime access | 
COMING SOON  
EOS 90D, 6D Mark II, R8, R50

NEW
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COURSES
| PRACTICAL
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Understanding your EOS R-seriesWhat course 
materials do I get?
Your practical course 
is so much more than 
just a day with your 
tutor. When you book 
you get:
• exclusive pre-
course video tutorial
• three-hour 
photography basics 
online course
• printed A4 course 
notes workbook
All of these remain 
available to you after 
your course too.

If you’re finding your R-series camera a tough nut 
to crack, then you’re not alone. Even if you’ve been 
using a Canon camera for many years, the new 
technology on these cameras is transforming the 
way we shoot. Your camera skills need a refresh.

Course fee includes a full day’s tuition in a small 
group (max. 5), entry fees and course materials.

| £199 per person | REF: AP01
Close-up & Macro Photography
Get up close and personal with your subject and 
learn what is involved when shooting with your 
Canon EOS camera at both close-up and macro 
(life-size) magnifications on this one-day small 
group practical training course.

Course fee includes a full day’s tuition in a small 
group (max. 5), entry fees and course materials.

| £199 per person | REF: AP02

Spring/summer 2024 programme

Find out the latest 
course dates (plus new 
online courses too) 
with the dedicated 
training newsletter:

https://bit.ly/3uL8RxJ

Enjoy a practical day 
out with your Canon 
EOS camera and get 
to grips with new 
techniques with your 
tutor by your side. 
Ask your burning 
questions and get the 
answers you need to 
improve.
 Each course is held 
at a location chosen 
for its photographic 
opportunities. Groups 
are kept small – you’ll 
be in a group of five 
maximum so that 
you get regular and 
personal instruction 
with your tutor.

Date Course Location Max

Tuesday 27 February 2024 Understanding your EOS R-series Cotswold Wildlife Park, Oxfordshire 5

Monday 6 May 2024 Understanding your EOS R-series WWT Barnes, London 5

Tuesday 14 May 2024 Understanding your EOS R-series Pensthorpe Natural Park, Norfolk 5

Monday 20 May 2024 Close-up and Macro RHS Wisley, Surrey 5

Monday 3 June 2024 Understanding your EOS R-series Cotswold Wildlife Park, Oxfordshire 5

Thursday 27 June 2024 Close-up and Macro RHS Harlow Carr, Yorkshire 5

Wednesday 3 July 2024 Understanding your EOS R-series Monkey Forest, Staffordshire 5

Tuesday 9 July 2024 Close-up and Macro Pensthorpe Natural Park, Norfolk 5

Latest programme information  New dates will be added to the course programme based on demand. Check the website 
for latest dates and venues, plus sign up to the newsletter to keep abreast of new dates as they’re announced.

Newsletter
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EBOOKS
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Beginner’s Guide  
to Post-production

Beginner’s Guide  
to Canon DPP 4

How to Shoot

Canon  
Photography

Birds in Flight

Camera guides

A unique guide to this 
RAW editing software pro-
gram – 383 pages long, 
updated 2023.

| £14.95 | REF: M038

Develop your own image 
workflow with these step-
by-step guides, one for 
Windows & one for Mac.

| £14.95 | REF: M085 / M071

How to Shoot subject guides
A range of in-depth 
eBooks on capturing 
specific photographic 
subjects with your 
EOS camera. These 
guides cover camera 
features, settings and 
compositional advice.

• Black-and-white 
REF: M058

• Close-up & Macro 
REF: M057

• Urban REF: M081

• Wildlife REF: M080

| from £12.95 |

Black-and-White
How to shoot with your Canon EOS

Nina Bailey

2ND EDITION

Technical Editor Nina 
Bailey has written a 
vast number of books 
on the Canon EOS 
system. Download in 
an instant as a PDF 
and read on your 
computer or tablet. 

Alternatively you can 
get your chosen guide 
as a black-and-white 
reprint. Prices start 
from £17.95.

Everything you need 
to know to build up 
your confidence, 
from the basics to 
compositional skills. 
Suitable for both DSLR 
and mirrorless users.

• Beginners  
REF: M076

• Enthusiasts 
REF: M075

• Capture, Create 
REF: M077

| £17.95 each |

In-depth guide to this 
tricky area of action 
photography. Covers 
camera set-up & skills.

• For Mirrorless REF: M088 
• For DSLR  REF: M015

  | £14.95 each | 

To capture great shots you 
need to understand how your 
Canon EOS camera works. 
These books are no nonsense, 
straight-talking guides to 
your camera features and 
operation. So much more than 
the manual, with comparison 
shots to maximise learning.

Available for: 
• EOS R, RP, R3, R5, R6, R6 Mk II, R7, R10, R50, R100 
• EOS M5, M6 Mark II, M50, M50 Mark II 
• EOS 1300D, 200D, 250D, 700D, 750D, 760D, 800D, 
850D, 70D, 77D, 80D, 90D, 5D Mk III, 5D Mk IV, 5DS / R, 
6D, 6D Mk II, 7D, 7D Mk II, 1D X, 1D X Mk II, 1D X Mk III.

| ranging from £9.95 to £17.95 | 

The ultimate recipe book 
– settings for more than 
60 different subjects. 
New guide for mirrorless 
owners coming soon.

| £17.95 | REF: M051

Understanding the EOS M50 Mark II

Written by Nina Bailey

Your fast-track guide to 
understanding how to 

use the key controls and 
functions on your Canon 
EOS M50 Mark II camera

By Nina Bailey 

Canon 
Photography for Enthusiasts

the ultimate guide to getting your settings right

For DSLR & mirrorless
Canon EOS cameras 
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EOS  EXCLUSIVE

Take a peek at what’s 
exclusively available 
from EOS magazine. 
Many of our items are 
limited edition and are 
designed in-house.
 As well as items 
of clothing, you’ll find 
back issues of EOS 
magazine and ways to 
keep your issues safe 
for future research.
 Look out for new 
items as they’re 
released – sign up to 
our weekly newsletter 
called EOS mail and be 
amongst the first to 
hear about what’s just 
been launched.

 5/5  
“Excellent quality, 
great camera design. 
” Jon P.
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5/5 
“Excellent ring bound 
manuals, set of 3 
books with 937 pages. 
Clear text and well 
laid out means quickly 
reading about a topic 
is easy.” Neil C.
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Binder

T-shirts

April to June 2021 preview

Super-long lenses  
The RF 600mm and RF 800mm lenses at work
Multiple shots
How to simulate long exposures with several short ones 
Time-lapse movies
Compress an event of several hours into a few seconds

EXCLUSIVELY COVERING CANON CAMERAS

ELEVATING YOUR EOS PHOTOGRAPHY TO THE EXTRAORDINARY

NEW PRODUCTS
EOS M50 Mark II
Speedlite Transmitter
ST-E3-RT ver2

Isle of Skye
Getting to know this incredible landscape

Continuous AF
Introducing some of the latest innovations

Remote utility
Using Canon’s EOS Utility for remote control

EXCLUSIVELY COVERING CANON CAMERAS

ELEVATING YOUR EOS PHOTOGRAPHY TO THE EXTRAORDINARY

LATEST FROM CANON
EOS R7 & EOS R10
Canon adds APS-C to EOS R system

RF-S 18-45mm f4.5-6.3 IS STM 
RF-S 18-150mm f3.5-6.3 IS STM 
Two kit lenses to pair with R7 and R10

July-September 2022 PREVIEW

Keep your mags safe 
and sound on the 
shelf. Each binder 
holds eight issues (two 
years).

| £8.95 | REF: R102

Back issues
Build your EOS  
library with mags  
from our vast 20- 
year archive. New  
inspiration awaits!

| £6.95 each | 

EOS bandana
A stretchy tubular bandana 
printed with a repeating 
pattern of small camera 
icons and red EOS logo. 
Can be worn several ways.

| £9.99 | REF: K347

Notebook
Whether you’re taking 
notes on camera 
settings or making 
plans for future photo 
projects, this A5 160-
page lined ‘Evolution 
of EOS’ notebook 
enures it’s kept safe.

| £8.99 | REF: K348

Two EOS exclusive soft 
round-necked T-shirts, made 
from ringspun cotton.
 The grey marl t-shirt 
celebrates the dawn of 
Canon EOS cameras in 1987, 
with a hand-drawn image of 
the model that launched the 
system, the EOS 650. It also 
features an EOS mag logo.
 The black t-shirt features 
a retro camera design and 
the slogan “Life looks better 
through a lens”.
 Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

• Grey REF: K352

• Black REF: K353

| £17.95 each | 

Tote bags
Get your hands on a 
limited edition tote 
bag. Strong, durable 
and reusable, it’s your 
personalised shopper! 
Designs change 
each year; check the 
website for details and 
current stock.

| £3.95 each | 

Printed instruction 
manuals
Missing a manual? Most 
are only supplied digitally 
nowadays, so whether you 
want a hard copy for your 
current camera or have 
misplaced one for an older 
model, we have a near 
complete archive at your 
disposal! 
 Reprint manuals are made 
to order and spiral bound, 
with an acetate front cover 
to keep the pages in pristine 
condition.

| Prices from £9.95 | 
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*Discount applies to standard adult entry only and cannot be used in conjunction with any other promotion, including concession rates.  

The code expires at midnight on 14 March 2024 and cannot be applied retrospectively. 

**Professional photographers, videographers, content creators and image-making industry representatives can apply for FREE entry to the show.  
All applications must be made before midnight on 15 March 2024 and will be verified against specific criteria.

16-19 March 2024
The NEC, 
Birmingham

250+ exhibiting brands | 350 live talks & demos | Endless inspiration

The destination for anyone 
passionate about photography, 
video or content creation. 

Get 20% off standard ticket rates with code EOSTPS24*

Visit photographyshow.com to claim
Free entry for professional photographers**

Bring  
on 2024!

Tickets on 
sale now!


